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openingupthebook.com

OPENING UP THE BOOK

Following on from the inaugural Opening Up The Book in 2013, this 
second edition is again centred around and built upon the success 
of the Sheffield International Artist’s Book Prize. Thanks to funding 
from Arts Council England and Sheffield Hallam University, this year’s 
programme is much broader in scope and extent and includes brand 
new commissions, artists from around the world, and presents a 
combination of research and practice made up of no fewer than 
thirteen exhibitions supported by performances, artist’s talks, 
workshops, informal events a full day conference around the subject 
of books and technology.
 
Writing an introduction to Opening Up The Book is a bit like trying 
to define an artist’s book. The difficulty lies in the fact that the 
very nature of the artist’s book is one of stretching boundaries 
and definitions, playing with possibilities, throwing around ideas, 
experimenting with form and content and yet containing all of these 
elements at one and the same time within something resembling 
(to a greater or lesser extent) a book. The artist’s book is a hybrid 
form, encompassing visual art, design, typography, photography, 
conceptual art, traditional craft, writing, sculpture and any 
combination of the above. When we launched the Sheffield Artist’s 
Book Prize in 2008, we deliberately eschewed any definition, instead 
allowing artists to include their work or not. With Opening Up The 
Book we have taken a similar approach and the exhibitions include 
installation, film, photography, painting, performance and always, 
somewhere, books. In this way, artists’ books become the starting 
point for a series which explores the possibilities of the book and 
celebrates the ingenious ways artists have explored, and continue to 
explore, the book’s content and form.
 
Almost all events in the Opening Up The Book programme take place 
at Bank Street Arts in Sheffield, which courtesy of the Sheffield 
International Artist’s Book Prize now has an international reputation 
in the field of book arts. Our small galleries make an ideal setting for 
exhibitions which often require an investment of time with the exhibits 
and it is apt that our Listed Buildings, which over previous generations 
have housed schoolrooms, presses, designers and illuminators, are 
now the home to one of the most ambitious and eclectic programmes 
of book arts in the country. We hope you enjoy visiting more than once 
over the course of this three month long series and we welcome your 
feedback and views online or in the Centre.
 
John Clark
Creative Director, Bank Street Arts
Curator, Opening up the Book



THE UNFORGOTTEN 
COaT
2nd — 26th September
Admission: Free

The Unforgotten Coat is an acclaimed children’s book, written by Frank Cottrell 
Boyce (Walker, 2011). One thread of the narrative concerns the recreation of 
Mongolia in Polaroid photo form by two refugee brothers living in Bootle. 

The book won the Guardian Children’s Fiction Prize, the Deutscher 
Jugendliteraturpreis 2013 in the category Best Children’s Book and has 
been translated into several languages. It remains a core text for the Reader 
Organisation’s reading groups in the community and has been praised for 
highlighting the plight of young asylum seekers.

The book was illustrated by Edge Hill University lecturers Carl Hunter and Clare 
Heney, who created digital images of the Polaroid photos from the story. In 2013, 
further creative research was undertaken to extend the original work into an 
exhibition format and the images have undergone a further transformation, from 
the digital into analogue Polaroid-style photographs.

OPENING UP THE BOOK – OFFICIAL LAUNCH

Friday 4th September 5pm until late (for performance at 6pm)
Admission: Free. Please book places online via openingupthebook.com

We are delighted to announce our launch event for the Opening Up The Book programme with an opportunity to view the first five exhibitions 
outside normal opening hours alongside performances from Carla Moss and Guerilla Writers.

This evening event is the launch for the whole programme, as well as the exhibitions: The Unforgotten Coat, Epitaph 13, Evil in the Shining 
Light, From the Gutter and Magna Carta.

Performance lecture - Carla Moss at 6pm ‘The Spaces in-between’ (admission free but places are limited so should be reserved in 
advance). This will be followed by ‘A Thousand Words’, performed by Guerilla Writers.

Artist 
Information

Carl Hunter

Carl Hunter is a Senior Lecturer in Film and Television at 
Edge Hill University and bassist with Liverpool pop band 
The Farm, who achieved numerous hit singles/albums 
both in Britain, Europe and America. Carl is a graphic 
designer, photographer and filmmaker. His short films 
have been screened at various festivals around the world 
and he co-wrote and produced the feature film Grow Your 

Own with Frank Cottrell-Boyce for BBC Films.

Clare Heney

Clare Heney is a filmmaker, photographer and Lecturer 
in Film and Television at Edge Hill University. Clare has 
directed short films, music videos, and has delivered film 

workshops across the country.



Epitaph 13
2nd — 26th September
Admission: Free

This exhibition by Lou Hazelwood will show between three and thirteen texts that 
she has created by writing out the thirteenth page of various books of fiction 
she owns. These texts have been written out and layered over several times in 
pencil, on Somerset paper at approximate dimensions of 840 x 1190mm. These 
handwritten texts will be used during reading performances on September 17th 
(see website for times and additional dates).

FROM THE GUTTER
2nd — 26th September
Admission: Free

The gutter is formed by the inside margins between two facing pages in a book 
and allows for the binding of pages. It is a neglected area, which falls out of sight 
and into the binding. As digital forms of reading become increasingly common, 
the gutter disappears from the experience of reading. Without the gutter there is 
no spine to hold the book together, no home for the bookmark; From the Gutter 
prises out for praise this quiet marginalised place.

Linda Kemp uses  a variety of media to explore the gutters of ‘found’ books. The 
investigation focuses on process, developing an archive of the artist’s response 
to gutters.

Artist 
Information

Lou Hazelwood is interested in the constructs of memory 
and how this affects our connectivity, how we have 
recorded and displayed things historically and how this 
has developed our current modes of display and our 

inclination to instantly forget.

Artist 
Information

Linda Kemp’s work manifests as sound, poetry and text-
derived visual work. She is based in Sheffield.



PARTICIPATING 
ARTISTS

John Cockshaw
Soni Alcorn-Hender

Tomás Hijo
Katarzyna Chmiel-Gugulska

Jay Johnstone
Tsvetelina Krumova – Elmenel

Ted Nasmith
Robert S. Malan

Marcel Aubron-Bulles
Shaun Richardson

Evil in the Shining 
Light
2nd — 26th September
Admission: Free

This exhibition, curated by John Cockshaw, incorporates films and prints by a 
diverse range of international artists that delve deeply into the source writing 
of Tolkien to create unique responses to visualising Middle-earth. Exhibition 
notes from guest contributors Marcel Aubron-Bülles (TheTolkienist.com) and 
Archaeologist Shaun Richardson link the art on show to Tolkien’s source writing.

Artist and curator John Cockshaw, artist Jay Johnstone, writer Robert S. Malan, 
and Managing Editor of SciFi Fantasy Network, Francesca Barbini will be present 
at Bank Street on Saturday September 19th for a meet and greet session 
between 11am and 1pm.

Artist 
Information

Artists from across the UK have participated in this 
celebration of the 800th anniversary of Magna Carta 
organised by the Sidney Nolan Trust and touring the UK. 

See website for full listing of participating artists.

MAGNA CARTA
2nd — 26th September 
Admission: Free

2015 is the 800th anniversary of Magna Carta, in which King John was forced 
to accept the principle that everyone, including him, was equally subject to the 
laws of the realm. The Sidney Nolan Trust has invited book artists to produce 
work celebrating this anniversary using obsolete volumes of Halsbury’s Statutes. 
Each volume has been altered to create a work of art which may be sculptural, 
visual – or may still even bear some relation to what we recognise as a book – 
and which reflects in some way the theme of “Re-Imagining the Laws of England”.



Alternative art 
college
30th September  — 1st October

The Alternative Art College present an anecdotal representation of how they see 
the transition of knowledge from the Institution into the tarmac between two 
locations. A film depicting two individuals sharing ideas and thoughts about the 
experience of learning and travel while reading excerpts from books specifically 
dedicated to travel and learning is complemented by two presentations: 

30th September, 1pm — 2pm - How we Want to Transit with Knowledge
1st October, 1pm — 2pm - Reading: To Cry, To Scream : Art and Commitment.

Artist 
Information

Paul Stewart is an artist, curator and writer based in 
London and Middlesbrough, Founder of the Alternative Art 
College, PhD Candidate by practice at Teesside University 

and Digital Fellow at mima

Ross Cummings is an artist and writer, currently studying 
for an MA Fine Art at Teesside University. His practice 
focuses on understanding the characterisation of oneself 

through social media platforms.

Artist 
Information

Andrew Malone lives and works in Whitstable, Kent. He 
has exhibited internationally and has work in the Tate 

Britain collection and many artist’s book collections in 
the UK, Europe and Russia.

Ladybird, Ladybird 
1st — 31st October 
Admission: Free

This exhibition can be seen on the first floor at Sheffield Central Library.

In conjunction with this year’s Artist’s Book Prize, Off the Shelf has 
commissioned a site specific installation in the library display case  using the 
iconic Ladybird books amongst others as inspiration.



Exposed Spine 
Embroidery
10th & 11th October, 10am to 4pm each day
Cost for 2 days £90 (full)/£70 (concessions). Book online.

Combine the craft of bookbinding with the aesthetics of traditional embroidery 
to create works of art!

International artist Debra Eck will teach students three embroidered bindings, 
from the simple to the more complex. Demonstrations will take students through 
the process of translating simple cross stitch and embroidery patterns into a 
functional art binding. Each participant will leave with a complete set of binding 
diagrams created by the group and a finished sample of their own binding design.

Artist 
Information

Deb Eck is an internationally exhibited book and 
installation artist who works primarily with paper, text and 
thread. Originally from Essex in the UK, she has lived and 
worked in upstate New York for over 20 years. Eck is most 
famous in bookbinding circles as the creator of elaborate 
embroidered bindings, which create functional binding 

patterns from traditional embroidery designs.

PARTICIPATING 
ARTISTS

For this official launch of the app we will be joined by 
Stephen Elliott, the creator of the Situate platform which 

hosts the app.

Hidden Histories
— Media Launch
10th October, 6pm
Admission: Free but advance tickets available online

In 2014, Bank Street Arts published a book about the buildings we occupy, 
tracing their history from the 18th century to the present day, combining text and 
visuals and paralleling the historic use of the buildings with their present day 
incarnation.

Over recent weeks we have been working with Llama Digital to make a digital 
version of this book in the form of an app and also to add in additional material 
that relates to the building geographically. At this launch you will have a chance 
to see the technology in situ and talk about the possibilities offered.



7th — 31st October
Admission: Free

The Sheffield International Artist’s Book Prize is both the centrepiece of and inspiration 
for Opening up the Book. This year is the fifth edition of the Prize and this accompanying 
exhibition showcases over 200 books selected from nearly 400 individual entries 
coming from 45 different countries.

The inaugural Sheffield Artist’s Book Prize in 2008 attracted just 50 entries and the 
Prize has continued to grow from that modest beginning. Following the 2009 edition, 
we decided to make the event a biennial and with assistance from Arts Council England, 
Sheffield Town Trust and the Open College of the Arts, the Prize attracted over 455 
entries from 35 different countries in 2013, making it the largest event of its kind in 
the world. All books were exhibited in a two month exhibition and also featured in a full 
colour catalogue.

This unprecedented success has resulted in changes to this year’s event, although we 
have tried not to lose sight of our main objectives: to develop the profile of artist’s books 
and to create opportunities for their display and dissemination. For the first time, we 
have introduced a selection process into the exhibition component and out of the 390 
entries we received, we will be exhibiting just over 200 in this show. Visitors will again 
be invited to vote for their favourite entry to determine the Exhibition Prize winner: the 
exhibition is as much about the viewing, looking at and handling the books as it is about 
their making.

SHEFFIELD INTERNATIONAL 
ARTIST'S BOOK PRIZE

SUPPORTED BY:



SHEFFIELD INTERNATIONAL 
ARTIST'S BOOK PRIZE:

LAUNCH AND PRIVATE VIEW

10th October
Admission: Free

On the 10th October we will be offering visitors the chance to see the show outside 
normal opening hours and we hope some of those whose books are on show will be 
around to talk about their work. Internationally exhibited book artist, Debra Eck, will be 
at the event and talking informally about her work between 6pm and 7pm and visitors 

will have the opportunity to view some of her unique works.

SPACE AND PLACE
22nd August — 19th September

Exhibition at Cupola Gallery. Admission free.

An exhibition of new work by 2013 student prize winner, Isla Millar, is on 
show alongside her award winning book (pictured on this spread), at Cupola 

Gallery in Hillsborough.



Sound book 
project
15th October, 7pm
Advance tickets £5 or £8 on the door. Book online.

‘Sound Book Project’ is a group of collaborating artists and musicians using 
books as instruments. By interacting with books in new and surprising ways, 
they will trigger sound by the turn of a page. The books will speak for themselves.  
They will be wound, sprung, strummed, slapped and thrown and a soundscape 
will evolve around the performers.

Artist 
Information

Amy Sterly is a printmaker and sculptor. 
Thom Snell is a video artist and musician. 

 Max Simpson and Sam Owen are musicians and 
performers using image and sound. 

Ant Dickinson is a musician, sound designer and creative 
technologist using unconventional instrumentation 

combined with digital practices. 
Scott Davies is a drummer and percussionist.

Artist 
Information

Sue Shaw is a writer with a background in visual arts. 
Her poems and short stories have appeared in various 

publications, including Mslexia, Matter and The Sheffield 
Anthology. Artists’ books, combining text and image 
and made in collaboration with Paul Salt, have been 

exhibited internationally and can be found in numerous 
distinguished collections.

Remake:Remodel
17th October
Admission: £10. Book online.

Words, sentences, pages - there are a lot of them already out there. So what happens 
when you steal lines and fragments, adding and subtracting text to make new writing? 
Explore starting points, develop ideas and write yourself right out of a rut with Sue Shaw 
(the writing half of SALT+SHAW artefact books). Poetry or short and snappy stories? You 
decide. Text and other materials will be provided; just bring paper and a pen.



Artist 
Information

Confirmed contributions include:

Alice Bell – digital fiction – technology and form

Joe Bray – the relationship between technology and the 
rise of the novel in the eighteenth century

Will Finley - the relationship between image and text, 
specifically printed images in nineteenth-century books

David Hucklesby – how literary innovations amongst 
twentieth century authors were direct responses to new 

technologies and new media 

Sharon Kivland – The Good Reader: person and object

Rob Kovitz – a Skype session from Canada about 
Treyf Books followed by Q+A about Print on Demand 

distribution and other changing technologies 

Liam Rodgers – Print on Demand and self publishing (a 
start up and social perspective)

Judi Alston & Andy Campbell - Writing digital fiction

Alison Gibbons - Multimodal literature: Creative uses of 
the print book.

Other contributors to be confirmed. 
See website for full details.

THE BOOK: CHANGING 
TECHNOLOGIES
30th October, 10am – 6pm
Admission: Free but places limited. Reserve in advance online.

A full day event as part of Opening Up The Book, spanning book genres (artists’ books, 
digital, novels, poetry, etc), looking at how technology has influenced and continues to 
effect both content and form and our understanding of what a book is, how books work 
and how we ‘use’ them.

There will be a clear focus on what this might mean for the book’s future but we will 
seek to embed such discussion within the context of how technological developments 
have always influenced and changed the book (something that is often missing when 
addressing technology today). This will include but not be limited to: printing presses, 
mass print, cheap paper, transport developments, digital print, internet, etc.

The morning sessions will offer more of an historical or theoretical context, whilst in the 
afternoon sessions will be in smaller groups and be more practitioner based. Please see 
website for full event outline.

The event will last the whole day and a cafe will be available in the Centre throughout. 
The Artist’s Book Prize will be in the galleries at the time so will also provide a visual 
context.

The event is free but places are limited so tickets need to be reserved in advance. We are 
able to offer free places as a result of generous support from the organisers, Bank Street 
Arts, Sheffield Hallam University and The University of Sheffield. If you are in a position 
to pay for your place (and we can provide invoices) then we would be grateful to receive 
any donations when you book.



Artist 
Information

Angela Tait and Ian Clegg are a photographer and sculptor 
who have been working together on creative projects 

since 2010. Their work often combines their two disparate 
disciplines, however, this work was created in response 

to Angela’s collection of 200+ lost (found) gloves and 
explores the artists’ propensity to ‘hoard’.

Lectolalia#2: 
"SpeakReAD" 
4th November — 5th December
Admission: Free

Lectolalia #2 (SpeakRead) is an exhibition by Emma Bolland  comprising three 
short films, an installation, and a screenplay as an artist’s book. The Is Of The 
Thing (2014) made for Shady Dealings with Language London uses moving image 
and stills of books as collage and sculpture to explore fears of reading and our 
relationships with books. What Is A Book If It Will Not Be A Book is a creative 
reworking of the performed paper delivered at Impact8 using a cut-up recording 
of the paper to narrate the visual stills. Lectolalia: A Romance has been created 
in partnership with Leeds College of Art & Design’s library, as part of their 
‘Library Interventions’ commissions series.

Artist 
Information

Emma Bolland is an artist and writer who sees the process 
of making and writing as intertwined,  incorporating text, 
books and the acts of reading and writing as performance 

into her visual practice. 

HOARD
4th November — 5th December 
Admission: Free

Hoard is an artist’s book in the form of an installation, comprising approx 200 
slip cast ceramic 35mm film canisters, each containing a page with a single 
monoprint. Based upon Angela’s collection of lost (found) gloves, the book is not 
a record of the collection but a creative and sculptural response. Each print is 
completely unique and represents a moment, a trace, a glimpse of a single found 
item. Pushing the boundaries of the concept of the book into an installation, the 
repetition and rhythm of the piece is reminiscent of poetry or prose.



Unfolding the 
Archive: Reprised 
and Reassessed 
4th November — 5th December 
Admission: Free

As part of Opening Up The Book, Floating World will be reprising their exhibition 
Unfolding the Archive held earlier in 2015 at the NCAD Gallery, Dublin and the 
F.E. McWilliam Gallery & Studio, Banbridge. Unfolding the Archive set out to 
investigate the archives at The National Irish Visual Arts Library (NIVAL) and 
explore the richness of the archive as a starting point for the creation of new 
artworks. Floating World’s artists developed new narratives in response to 
objects in the archive which are both local and international in their resonance.

ARTIST
INFORMATION

Founded in 2003 by Andy Parsons and Glenn Holman, 
Floating World is a collective of artists based in Ireland 

the UK, and Japan whose practices encompass painting, 
textiles, sculpture, video and performance. 

Participating 
artists

Glenn Holman
Glynis Candler

Sarah Carne
Edwin Aitken

Simon Burton
Andy Parsons

Elizabeth Kinsella
Diane Henshaw

Niamh O’Connor
Hidehiko Ishibashi

Helen Sharp

The Georgian 
Writing Desk
4th November — 5th December 
Admission: Free

Floating World are proud to be initiating this permanent artwork as part of The History 
Project at Bank Street Arts, an ongoing and mutable art installation investigating and 
responding to the rich history of the buildings on Bank Street and the surrounding area 
of Sheffield.

Beginning with the research of Dr Karen Harvey into the buildings’ history, past uses and 
the lives of those who have lived and worked there, Floating World have created new art 
works and artists’ books that will be contained in a beautiful Georgian writing desk which 
has been chosen as it reflects the period when the buildings first came into being.



13th November – 5th December
Admission: Free

WALLPAPER is an ambitious and immersive work of digital fiction with a storyline 
that interweaves 19th and 20th century history with futuristic technology and a 
satire on social media and advertising.

Following the death of his elderly mother, PJ Sanders, POPPITECH’s Head 
of Product Innovation, returns to the UK from the United States to his rural 
North Yorkshire family home which has been in his family for generations. 
Sanders is back to close up the house and sell off the property, but not before 
he employs an experimental device primed to help him uncover the mysterious 
history behind a room in the house – a room that has remained locked since his 
childhood.

WALLPAPER is a new work especially created for Opening Up The Book by 
Dreaming Methods at One to One Development Trust funded by the Arts Council 
England and Sheffield Hallam University‘s Higher Education Innovation Fund 
(HEIF), with support from Bank Street Arts and Bangor University.

WALLPAPER LAUNCH

12th November, 6pm (press preview), 6.30pm (launch).
Admission: Free, but places are limited. Reserve places online.

To mark the launch of WALLPAPER, please join us for a late night opening and a 
celebratory reception at Bank Street Arts.

WALLPAPER

READING

F ICT ION



Artist 
Information

Andy Campbell (Director of Digital Media) and Judi Alston 
(Creative Director/CEO) of One to One Development 

Trust, an arts/media charity in Wakefield, have a 
formidable track record of creating unique digital fiction 

collaboratively.

Their joint work includes: Inside: A Journal of Dreams, 
Joyride, Clearance and Nightingales Playground, all 

available to experience on One to One’s website Dreaming 
Methods, a showcase of International digital fiction 

collaborations since 2000.

For WALLPAPER Campbell and Alston are collaborating 
with music producer and sound artist Barry Snaith.

WALLPAPER Pop-uP
Book Club

25th November, 6pm – 8pm
Admission: Free, but places limited. Reserve places online.

Join us for an informal reading group session, focusing on the WALLPAPER 
installation at Bank Street Arts, and help the Reading Digital Fiction project 
with their reader response research. You’ll have the opportunity to experience 
WALLPAPER in the gallery beforehand and then discuss this piece of digital 

fiction in a friendly and relaxed environment.

The event will be hosted by Alice Bell (Sheffield Hallam University) and Astrid 
Ensslin (Bangor University) who will contact you before the session with a little 
more information. No previous experience with digital fiction is necessary. Light 

refreshments will be provided.

We are also keen to organise WALLPAPER reading group sessions for established 
reading groups as part of our reader-response research. If you are part of a 
reading group and are interested in being involved, please contact Alice Bell via 

readingdigitalfiction@gmail.com to discuss.

WALLPAPER: 
Artist's talk

19th November, 5.30 — 7.30pm
Admission: Free, but places limited. 
Reserve places online.

An opportunity to hear creators of WALLPAPER, Andy 
Campbell and Judi Alston talk about their work.



This New Land she 
has Reached
10th & 11th December, 7pm
Admission: £5/£3. Book online.

The first showing of a new performance by artist Liz Hall using spoken word and 
visual imagery, based on the experience of being a parent to a young woman 
who has a learning disability. With the aid of sign language, William Hartnell, a 
pack of wolves, a pack of cards and some trolls, Liz tells a highly personal story, 
which also speaks to a shared experience of how we cope with dependency and 
autonomy, and the contradictions of letting go.

Supported by The Arts Council and Bank Street Arts. Directed by Becky Bowley.

FROM THE 
COLLECTION

2nd September — 11th December, 7pm
Admission: Free

Throughout the duration of Opening Up The Book we will be showcasing books 
from the International Artist’s Book Collection, made up of entries from previous 
years of the Book Prize, generously donated by the artists concerned.  

This will be a changing display throughout the 3 month programme and will 
include previous winning entries and many of our personal favourites. Look out 
for other ‘showcase’ displays throughout the city and see the website for updates.

ARTIST 
INFORMATION

Liz Hall is a multi-disciplinary artist who draws 
on the visual arts, sound, text and performance 

to achieve an outcome. She trained in Brighton in 
dance and sculpture in the eighties and moved to 

Sheffield in the noughties for the MA in Fine Art.

ARTIST 
INFORMATION

The Sheffield International Artist’s Book Collection 
comprises over 700 artists’ books and is 

permanently held at Bank Street Arts where it is 
available for groups, research and private study.



TICKETING iNFO
 
EXHIBITIONS

All exhibitions are held at Bank Street Arts in Sheffield. 
Admission is free to all exhibitions. 
Opening Times: Wednesday to Saturday 11am – 4pm
 

The following events are ticketed although admission 
is free.
 
Friday 4th Sept, 17:00
Opening Up The Book Official Launch
 
Friday 4th Sept, 18:00
The Spaces in-between – Carla Moss
 
Saturday 10th Oct, 18:00
Sheffield International Artists Book Prize Official Launch
(inc Hidden Histories – Media Launch)
 
Friday 30th Oct, 10:00 – 18:00
The Book: Changing Technologies
 
Thursday 12th November, 18:30
WALLPAPER – Private View and Launch Event
 
Thursday 19th November, 17:30
WALLPAPER – Artists Talk
 
Wednesday 25th November, 18:00
WALLPAPER – Pop-up book Club
 

All tickets are available via links to Eventbrite from the 
website openingupthebook.com.

Further information can be found at:
openingupthebook.com

bankstreetarts.com
EVENTS

The Following Events are ticketed, prices as indicated.
 
Saturday 10th & Sunday 11th Oct
Exposed Spine Embroidery
Weekend Workshop Places
Places £90/£70
 
Thursday 15th Oct, 19:30
Sound Book Project
Tickets £5
 
Saturday 17th Oct, 10:30
Remake: Remodel – writing workshop
Places £10
 
Thursday 10th & Friday 11th Dec, 19:00
This New Land She has Reached
Tickets £5/£3

 
All tickets are available via links to Eventbrite from the 
website openingupthebook.com.
Places for all events can be reserved in person in the Centre.
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CALENDAR

The Unforgotten Coat, Epitaph 13, Evil in the Shining Light, 
From the Gutter, Magna Carta

Opening Up the Book Launch Event

Meet the Artists: Evil in the Shining Light

Alternative Art College

Alternative Art College

Ladybird, Ladybird at Central Library

Sheffield International Artist’s Book Prize

Sheffield International Artist’s Book Prize Launch

Exposed Spine Embroidery

Sound Book Project

Remake: Remodel – Writing Workshop

The Book: Changing Technologies

Hoard
Lectolalia #2 (Speakread)
Unfolding the Archive: Reprised and Reassessed
The Georgian Writing Desk

WALLPAPER launch 

WALLPAPER

WALLPAPER Artist’s Talk

WALLPAPER Pop-Up Book Club

Hoard
Lectolalia #2 (Speakread)
Unfolding the Archive: Reprised and Reassessed
The Georgian Writing Desk

This New Land She Has Reached
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Opening Up The Book Launch Event

Meet the Artists: Evil in the Shining Light

Alternative Art College

The Unforgotten Coat
Epitaph 13
Evil in the Shining Light
From the Gutter 
Magna Carta

Exhibitions End

Ladybird, Ladybird

Sheffield International 
Artist’s Book Prize

Exhibitions End

Hoard
Lectolalia #2 (Speakread)
Unfolding the Archive: 
Reprised and Reassessed
The Georgian Writing Desk

WALLPAPER

Exhibitions End

Alternative Art College

Artist’s Book Prize Launch

Exposed Spine Embroidery

Sound Book Project

Remake: Remodel – Writing Workshop

The Book: Changing Technologies

WALLPAPER launch

WALLPAPER Artist’s Talk

WALLPAPER Pop-Up Book Club

This New Land She Has Reached

4th

5pm  — late 

19th

11am — 4pm

30th

1pm — 2pm

1st

1pm – 2pm 

10th

6pm

10th – 11th

10am — 4pm

15th

7.30pm

17th

10.30am  — 12.30pm

30th

10am — 6pm

12th

6pm

19st

5.30pm 

25th

6pm — 8pm

10th – 11th

7pm 



GALLERIES

STUDIOS

EXHIBITIONS

EVENTS

CLASSES/WORKSHOPS

POP-UP CAFÉ/BAR

JEWELLERY CO-OP

32-40 Bank Street

Sheffield

S1 2DS

0114 346 30 34

bankstreetarts.com

@bankstreetarts

Opening hours:

Wed - Sat

11am - 4pm

Bank Street Arts is an innovative cross-disciplinary 
Arts Centre providing a home and venue for a wide 
range of creative individuals, organisations and 
events: from exhibitions and performances, to 
education and publishing. We focus on hybrid arts 
projects and cross-media collaboration.

We are a registered charity and exist independently 
of outside funding bodies, giving us the freedom to 
determine our own remit and operate in ways that 
organisations at the behest of targets are unable 
to do. 


